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The reﬂection–absorption FTIR spectra of the ozone–water ﬁlms deposited on a cold metallic surface at
80 K before and after irradiation at 250 and 320 nm were studied to model the ozone photolysis and
superoxidant adsorption taking place on the ice particles in the Earth’s atmosphere. A new sharp intense band
at 2860 cm1 and a low-intense band at 1450 cm1 were observed after irradiation at both wavelengths together
with remarkable reshaping of the ice Ih bands in the regions 3100–3600 cm1 and 500–1000 cm1. The
annealing of the reaction mixture has small eﬀect on the intensities and positions of the new bands. The
adsorption of formed species was modelled by DFT cluster calculations. The species O(1D), O(3P), O2(a 1Dg),
O2(X 3Sg), HO , HOO , H2O2 were considered as possible intermediates and products. Among them, HO ,
H2O2 , and HOO , form hydrogen bound complexes with estimated binding energies of 17.6, 28.5, and
37.2 kJ mol1, correspondingly. The observed IR band of 2860 cm1 can not be assigned to the OH vibrations
of H2O2 shifted due to the adsorption and it is assigned to the n 2 + n 6 combination band of H2O2 . Apart from
H2O2 , two other species can absorb in the region 2700–2900 cm1: the adsorption complex of HOO on the ice
surface and O(1D) forming the complex with the ice of oxywater structure O  OH2 stabilized by additional
hydrogen bonds.

Introduction
The gas-phase reactions of ozone in the Earth’s atmosphere
and the role of these reactions in various atmospheric phenomena including ozone depletion, formation of polar stratospheric clouds and the ozone-conservation cycles were
abundantly studied in the last two decades and well-documented today.1 In contrast, the role in these processes of small
atmospheric particles including the industrial aerosols, the
interstellar dust and, especially, the small particles of the atmospheric ice is up to now only poorly understood. Nevertheless,
these particles can have a remarkable eﬀect on the atmospheric
chemistry because reactions occurring at their surface can have
quite diﬀerent kinetic and thermodynamic parameters than
those in the gas phase.2 In particular, the photolytic decomposition of ozone and the subsequent reactions of formed products is an example of a process which can be dramatically
inﬂuenced by the ice surface. This process is of special importance because of its eﬀect on the atmospheric transport of
superoxidants, and the superoxidant accumulation in the snow
and ice cover in the polar regions and Siberia. The importance
of possible stabilization of superoxidants formed in the photolysis due to the adsorption on the ice surface and the ability of
the ice surface to transfer and accumulate them motivates
studying the ozone photolysis on the surface of water ice. In
this work, a laboratory modelling study of the UV induced
ozone photodecomposition and related reactions under conditions comparable to conditions in the Earth’s atmosphere was
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undertaken by means of IR spectroscopy and DFT calculations with emphasis on adsorption complexes of superoxidants
formed in the course of photolysis.
Recently, ice surface deposition experiments were carried
out including adsorption of ozone,3–5 water,6 carbon monoxide and methane,7 methanol, acetone, and acetaldehyde.8
The IR spectra of ozone in the adsorbed state were studied
leading to the conclusion that the ozone molecule only interacts with the ice surface physically, resulting basically in
changes in the dangling OH group frequencies.3,4 The photolysis of ozone in the presence of water was studied under matrix
isolation conditions.9,10 It was found that the photolysis at 308
nm resulted in the formation of H2O2 with small amounts of
HOO and HO . It was shown earlier that the photolysis of
solid ozone at 308 nm in excess ice also resulted in H2O2 formation.11 However, the possibility of the formation of reactive
superoxidants in the adsorbed state on the ice surface, and
their stabilization in this state has not been studied to date.
In the present work, we report results of experiments with
O3 and H2O codeposited at 80 K combined with UV irradiation at the wavelengths 250 and 320 nm with emphasis on
the attempt to form and observe by FTIR spectroscopy the
possible reactive species on the ice surface. Although the
experimental temperature is far below typical atmospheric
conditions, we performed this study to investigate fundamental
processes of the photolysis of adsorbed O3 . In order to rationalize the observed results and to obtain theoretical estimates
of the adsorption energy and the key spectral features of
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various surface superoxidants, the quantum chemical modelling of the surface coordination modes of these molecules
was carried out.

envelope is a superposition of gaussian functions:

. 
X
IðnÞ ¼
I0i exp ðn  kn 0i Þ2 s
i

Experimental and computational details
Processes taking place on the ice surface were studied by means
of RA-FTIR spectroscopy. For this purpose, mixtures of
ozone, water vapor and argon in various compositions were
deposited at a gold-coated copper substrate maintained at 14 K
by means of a closed cycle helium cryostat (ROK 10-300, Leybold AG). The rate of the deposition was in the range of 2–5
mmol h1. The ice ﬁlm samples were prepared with a typical
thickness in the order of 1 mm. Argon was used to make the
ﬁlms more porous by increasing the surface area of the ice.
The typical ratio of the components H2O/O3/Ar was 1:1:30
with the absolute amounts of H2O and O3 in the range of
0.01–0.02 mmol. After annealing to 80 K and evaporation of
argon, the O3–H2O ﬁlms were irradiated by a 450 W UV high
pressure Hg–Xe lamp (UHM-502 MD, Ushio) using 250 and
320 nm light ﬁlters. A liquid water ﬁlter (50 mm length) was
installed to reduce IR radiation emitted from the arc lamp.
The experimental set-up with a 90 mirror in front of the lamp
housing allowed the irradiation without changing the optical
alignment of the cryostat coupled to the spectrometer. That
was especially important for the reproducible irradiation conditions. No temperature increase has been observed during the
photolysis experiments. Without any decrease of the ice ﬁlm
thickness during irradiation a complete photolysis of O3 molecules either sticking on the surface or trapped in the ice was
observed. The RA-FTIR spectra of the ﬁlms were recorded
for the source and irradiated mixtures using a Bruker IFS66v FTIR spectrometer at a resolution of 1 cm1.
The quantum chemical study was carried out using the density functional theory. The GAMESS(US)12 program was used
for the optimization and frequency calculations of the ice clusters at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level (UB3LYP for openshell systems). Some single points calculations were carried
out at the B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p) level using both the PC
GAMESS13 and Gaussian9814 packages. The Cartesian basis
functions were used for the cluster calculations using the
GAMESS packages whereas the pure spherical functions were
used for the Gaussian98 calculations. The basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrections were estimated by the counterpoise method.15
The cluster models representing the fragments of the O- and
H-terminated surface and the crystalline network of the ice
were used for the theoretical study. These models included
the clusters of four, six, eight, and nine water molecules corresponding to the diﬀerent planes of the water ice crystal of hexagonal symmetry (Ih). In all crystal models, the orientation of
the water molecules was chosen in agreement with the ‘‘ ice
rules ’’. The boundary hydrogen and, in some cases, oxygen
atoms of the clusters (marked in the ﬁgures with asterisks)
were ﬁxed in the crystalline positions whereas the full optimization of molecular geometry was performed for the remaining
part of the clusters including the molecules modelling the species adsorbed on the ice surface or embedded inside the ice
crystal. The stationary points found in the optimization were
characterized by frequency calculations with the same geometry constraints. The scaling factor k ¼ 0.9501 was applied for
the comparison of calculated frequencies with positions of
observed IR bands. The value of the scaling factor was chosen
on the basis of comparison between the calculated vibrational
frequencies of the binary complexes H2O2H2O16 and
HOOH2O17 with the observed frequencies of these complexes
isolated in inert cryogenic matrices.18,19 To make the comparison between the experimental and calculated spectra easier,
the envelopes of the calculated IR spectrum were used. The

Here, I0i are the calculated IR intensities corresponding to
the calculated frequencies n 0i . The summation is over all the
frequencies of corresponding molecular system. A broadening
parameter s of 80 cm2 was chosen for all bands. For simplicity, only scaled frequencies and spectra are shown in the
ﬁgures.

Results and discussion
RA-FTIR studies
The RA-FTIR spectrum of O3–H2O mixtures deposited at a
cold metallic surface at 80 K is shown in Fig. 1, trace a. The
broad intense bands in the regions 3000–3500, 1300–1700
and 500–1000 cm1 are assigned to water ice. The high-intensity band in the region 3000–3500 cm1 has two maxima at
3175 and 3375 cm1, which is characteristic for the crystalline
state Ih of water ice.3 The low intensity peak at 3685 cm1 corresponds to the vibrations of dangling OH-groups terminating
the surface.3 The frequency of these vibrations is slightly redshifted in agreement with the physical adsorption of ozone.3,4
The ice ﬁlms in our experiments exist mostly in the crystalline
state and can be characterized by a well-deﬁned surface. The
bands at 701, 1035, 1103 cm1 correspond to the free ozone
vibrations and the peaks at 2104 and 2340 cm1 are assigned
to the vibrations of CO and CO2 impurities.
The UV irradiation results in remarkable changes of the ice
spectrum (Fig. 1, trace b). The peaks of free ozone molecules
disappear completely whereas two new bands appear: an
intense band at 2860 cm1 and a low-intense broad band at
1450 cm1. Moreover, a remarkable reshaping of the broad
bands 3100–3600 and 500–1000 cm1 takes place. The CO
peak disappears completely and the CO2 peak at 2340.0
cm1 grows and becomes broader. The diﬀerence spectrum
(Fig. 1, trace c) reveals additional low-intensity features at
3100 cm1 and 3500 cm1, which can not unambiguously be
considered as new absorption bands. All these changes take
place after both 250 and 320 nm irradiation. In the ﬁrst case,
the spectrum changes much faster.
The subsequent annealing of the irradiated ﬁlms up to 203.2
K has only a slight eﬀect on the IR spectra (Fig. 2). It results in

Fig. 1 Experimental IR spectra of the ozone–water ice ﬁlm before
and after UV irradiation. (a) spectrum of the source ﬁlm at 80 K;
(b) spectrum of the ﬁlm after irradiation at 320 nm for 10 min; (c) difference spectrum.
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Oð3 PÞ þ HOO ! HO þ O2






ð8Þ



HO þ HOO ! H2 O þ O2 ðX 3 Sg Þ

ð9Þ

Oð1 DÞ þ HOO ! O2 ða 1 Dg Þ þ HO

ð10Þ





Thus, the ozone photolysis results in the formation of H2O2 ,
which is the most stable product, proceeding through the formation of singlet and triplet oxygen atoms, singlet and triplet
oxygen molecules, HO and HOO radicals.

Fig. 2 IR spectra of the UV irradiated ozone–water ﬁlm recorded
during annealing. From bottom to top, the temperature increases from
80 to 203.2 K.

a slight sharpening of the band of 2860 cm1 and shifting it to
2855 cm1 without any changes in the peak intensity. In the
case of the band at 1450 cm1, a low-intensity satellite band
at 1390 cm1 appears. In addition, a low-intensity feature
appears at 1100 cm1. The shape of the remaining bands
was unchanged indicating that evaporation of the ice occuring
during the experiments is negligible. Thus, the reshaping of
the ice bands after irradiation is a consequence of changes in
the ﬁlm structure and composition induced by the photolytic
reactions. We can conclude on the basis of the character
of the observed spectra, that there is no observable evidence
of ionic structures formed during the photolysis. The newly
observed bands have rather sharp proﬁles, without very broad
maxima which are typical for the ionic interaction in partially
disordered media.
The newly observed bands can not be assigned on the basis
of the fundamentals of gas-phase H2O2 , free HO , and HOO
radicals.20,21 Obviously, the vibrational frequencies of species
produced by the photo-induced reactions are strongly inﬂuenced by the complex formation with the ice surface or by
the environment eﬀects after the incorporation of these molecules into the crystalline network.

Quantum chemical modelling
Photolytic decomposition of ozone in the presence of water in
the gas phase is usually represented by a series of reactions:1
O3 ! O2 ða 1 Dg Þ þ Oð1 DÞ

ð1aÞ

O3 ! O2 ðX 3 Sg Þ þ Oð3 PÞ

ð1bÞ

Oð1 DÞ þ H2 O ! HO þ HO






ð2Þ



HO þ HO ! H2 O2
HO þ Oð1 DÞ ! HOO


ð3Þ


ð4Þ

Although the quantum yields of the reactions (1a) and (1b)
are diﬀerent at diﬀerent wavelengths, it is known that both
singlet and triplet oxygen atoms can be formed during irradiation at 250 and 320 nm.1
The formed species can initiate various secondary processes,
for example:


HO þ H2 O2 ! H2 O þ HOO
1





Oð DÞ þ H2 O2 ! HO þ HOO

ð5Þ


1

Oð DÞ þ H2 O ! H2 O2
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H2O2 adsorption modes on the ice surface. H2O2 molecules
formed in the photolysis can interact with the ice surface in
diﬀerent coordination modes. It can form the one-, two-, or
multi-fold coordination complexes with the dangling OH
groups or terminal oxygen atoms at the basal or side planes
of the ice crystal distinguished in both energy and vibrational
frequencies.
The optimized structure of the one-fold coordination
adsorption complex of H2O2 (I) is shown in Fig. 3a. The binding energy and the values corrected by the basis set superposition error (BSSE) and zero point energy (ZPE) are given in
Table 1. The interaction of H2O2 with a terminal O atom is
similar to the most stable conformation of a binary complex18
between H2O and H2O2 both in structure and in energy. The
calculated adsorption energies are listed in Table 1. The energy
of this coordination (36.0 kJ mol1) is close to the binary
complex value at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level (32.2 kJ
mol1). The frequency calculation shows that the frequency
of the lowest OH stretching mode (stretching of OH group
of coordinated H2O2 molecule) is 3448 cm1. The scaled
value is 3276 cm1, which is far from the observed band of
2860 cm1.
The one-fold coordination of H2O2 molecule at the dangling
hydrogen site (i.e. coordination of HOHO  H–Oice type) is
not favorable. The optimization of the corresponding structure
results in the reorientation of H2O2 with the formation of an
additional hydrogen bond with boundary atoms.
A two-fold coordination complex at the side crystal plane
can be formed with two neighbouring dangling oxygen atoms
(IIa, Fig. 3b) or one neighbouring dangling OH group and
dangling O atom (IIb, Fig. 3c). In both cases, the coordination
of H2O2 does not break the O–H  O surface hydrogen bond.
Moreover, the H2O2 adsorption is even strengthening the
hydrogen bond, acting like an additional bridge between two
centers and decreasing the O–O distance. It results in an
increase of the frequency of O–H vibrations of surface groups.
The frequencies of the H2O2 molecule are decreased. The lowest value of the OH stretching frequency is 3480 cm1 (OH
group of H2O2 molecule) for IIa, and 3484 cm1 for IIb. The
coordination energies corrected with BSSE and ZPE for these
models (Table 1) are close (27.2 and 25.9 kJ mol1) and
practically the same as in the case of the one-fold coordinated
model (26.8 kJ mol1).
The interaction of the H2O2 molecule with the basal plane of
the ice Ih crystal surface was modelled with a cluster of nine
water molecules. The H2O2 molecule was initially located close
to two dangling O sites and the geometry optimization of this
structure was performed. During the optimization, the initial
orientation of H2O2 molecule was only slightly distorted.
The optimized structure (III) is shown in Fig. 3d. This shows
the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds (judging by the
interatomic distances between O and H atoms). The coordination energy is shown in Table 1 with the ﬁnal corrected value of
28.5 kJ mol1. The frequency calculation shows that two
vibrations have strongly red-shifted frequencies of 3316 and
3374 cm1 (scaled frequencies are 3150 and 3205 cm1). Apart
from these bands, there are two vibrations in the region 3400–
3500 cm1 and the remaining OH valence modes are located in
region the 3500–3750 cm1. The vibration mode 3374 cm1

Fig. 3 The optimized structures and key geometry parameters of the adsorption complex between ice clusters and H2O2 molecules for diﬀerent
coordination modes (bond lengths in Å). Bottom values—source cluster, upper values—complex with H2O2 . Asterisks mark the atoms ﬁxed during
the optimisation. Dashed line marks the H2O2 molecule.

has a large admixture of boundary OH groups whereas the frequency 3316 cm1 is practically completely assigned to the
OH-stretching of a central unﬁxed H2O molecule between
two dangling oxygens where the H2O2 molecule is coordinated.
However, the lowest fundamental frequency (scaled value of
3150 cm1) is far from the observed band of 2860 cm1.
It should be noted that the transition from the minimal cluster I to the largest system III results in changes of only 20% of
the binding energy, whereas the diﬀerence of the binding energies between clusters IIa,b and III is only 5–10%. Thus, we
expect that the increase of the binding energy due to the transition from the system III to the larger clusters will probably be
smaller than 10%.
Inclusion of H2O2 molecules into the crystalline network. The
H2O2 molecule formed (at the last end) in the ozone photolysis
can be built-in into the ice crystal. The optimized structures for
clusters II and IV representing the diﬀerent modes of coordination are shown in Fig. 3e,f. The H2O2 molecule forms three or
four hydrogen bonds with neighbouring water molecules. The
corresponding optimized energies of the clusters and the energies of inclusion (estimated as an energy of reaction of substi-

tution of one of H2O molecules in the cluster by molecule
H2O2) are presented in Table 2. The ZPE corrected energies
of inclusion have small positive values demonstrating that
hydrogen bonds between H2O2 and the crystalline network
are relatively weak and can not compensate the energy of the
structural distortion. As a consequence, the calculated vibrational frequencies of both structures are only slightly distorted
in comparison with the free H2O2 molecule. The lowest OHstretching frequencies are 3401 cm1 (OH stretch of H2O2 ,
scaled value 3230 cm1) and 3507 cm1 (OH-stretch of boundary H2O molecules, scaled value 3332 cm1).
The vibrational bands of H2O2 on the ice surface and inside
the ice crystal. On the basis of the results above, we conclude
that the calculated OH vibration fundamentals of the H2O2
molecule adsorbed on the surface or incorporated into the
ice network are situated in the region 3200–3400 cm1, far
from the observed position 2860 cm1. The vibrations of the
water molecules involved in the interaction with H2O2 are also
situated higher than 3100 cm1 and, thus, can not explain the
appearance of the intense band at 2860 cm1. Two physical
eﬀects can, in principle, aﬀect the valence vibrations resulting

Table 1 Adsorption energies (DEtot) of H2O2 , HO , and HOO on the ice surface calculated for the diﬀerent modes of coordination at the
B3LYP/6-311++G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) and B3LYP/6-31+(d,p) levels (in parentheses)
Cluster model

Type of coordination

H2O2 on the ice surface
I, Fig. 3a
HOOH  Oice
IIa, Fig. 3b
Oice  HOOH  Oice
IIb, Fig. 3c
Hice  OHOH  Oice
III, Fig. 3d
Multiple H-bonds
HO on the ice surface

OH  Oice
IIa, Fig. 8a
IIb, Fig. 8b
HO   H–Oice
HOO on the ice surface

OOH  OHice
IIa, Fig. 10a
IIb, Fig. 10b
Hice   OOH  Oice

Etota /Eh

DEtot/kJ mol1

DEtot + BSSEb /kJ mol1

DEtot + BSSE + ZPEc /kJ mol1

457.334538
609.931749
609.934587
839.155103

32.2
38.1
36.0
40.2

29.7
34.3
32.6
36.0

24.3
25.1
23.4
28.5

534.143144
534.135802

30.1 (33.5)
7.5 (9.2)

28.0 (30.1)
6.7 (7.5)

17.6 (19.7)
0.4 (1.3)

609.297169
609.585236

48.5 (54.4)
45.2 (49.4)

46.0 (50.2)
41.8 (43.9)

37.2 (41.4)
31.4 (33.5)

(36.0)
(42.3)
(41.0)
(44.4)

(32.6)
(36.8)
(35.6)
(38.5)

(26.8)
(27.2)
(25.9)
(31.0)

a
Total energy of optimized structure obtained at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level (GAMESS(US)). b Adsorption energy corrected by the basis set
superposition error (BSSE). c Adsorption energy corrected by BSSE and zero point energy (ZPE).
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Table 2 Energies of inclusion of H2O2 into the ice crystal calculated
at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) level
Cluster
model

Etot ,a /Eh

DEtotb /
kJ mol1

DEtot + ZPEc /
kJ mol1

IV, Fig. 3e
IIa, Fig. 3d

686.325208
533.519798

27.6
2.1

24.3
17.2

a

Total energy of optimized structure obtained at the B3LYP/631++G(d,p) level. b Energy of substitution reaction [Ice cluster] +
H2O2 ! [Ice cluster with H2O2] + H2O. c Energy of inclusion corrected
by zero point energy (ZPE).

in the appearing of the vibration bands in low-frequency
region: (i) an eﬀect of the surface electrostatic ﬁeld and (ii)
increasing the intensity of combination bands of the H2O2
molecule due to environmental eﬀects.
In order to take into account the ﬁrst eﬀect, we repeated the
calculations of H2O2 adsorbed at the basal plane of the ice
crystal (III) with an electrostatic ﬁeld imposed in the normal
direction to the surface. The magnitude of the ﬁeld was chosen
to be 0.01 Eh (about 5  109 V m1) which is close to the mean
value of diﬀerent experimental and theoretical estimations ranging from 0.3  109 to 7  109 V m1.2 The optimization of the
molecular geometry of cluster III was repeated starting from
the optimal geometry obtained without the ﬁeld. The ﬁnal
structure was only slightly diﬀerent from the initial structure.
In contrast to recent results,22 the frequency calculation performed shows that an additional electrostatic ﬁeld also only
has a slight eﬀect on the frequencies of both adsorbed molecules and the surface groups of cluster III. Although the sign
of the frequency shift was correct (blue shift for the frequencies
of dangling OH groups and red shift for the adsorbed H2O2),
the magnitude of the frequency changes was typically less than
100 cm1. The maximum changes were related to the high-frequency vibrations of the internal OH fragments (with dipole
moments parallel to the electric-ﬁeld vector) whereas the lowest frequencies of the surface groups (with dipole moments

directed parallel to the surface plane) were practically not
changed and located in the region 3100–3200 cm1. Thus, we
conclude that the band at 2860 cm1 observed experimentally
can not be explained by the H2O2 fundamentals shifted due to
the crystal ﬁeld eﬀects.
The calculation of combination band intensities is still not
a commonly-used procedure in practice of applied computational chemistry. Therefore, the intensity of combination
bands of H2O2 was estimated on the basis of the analysis of
the IR spectra of the binary complexes. For this purpose, the
frequencies of some binary complexes of hydrogen peroxide
and related molecules with electron donors, namely
H2O2H2O,18 H2O2H2O2 ,19 H2O2CO,23 H2O2NH3 ,24
HOOH2O,25 isolated in inert low-temperature matrices were
inspected. Two of them, (H2O2H2O2 , H2O2CO) exhibit
bands in the region 2700–2900 cm1. These bands are assigned
to the combination band n 2 + n 6 of the H2O2 molecule.19,23
Although the intensity of this band in the gas phase is low, it
might be higher in a coordinated state. For example, the intensity of this band in the isolated complex H2O2NH3 is comparable with the OH band intensity (about 100 km mol1).
Therefore, we modelled the spectrum of adsorbed H2O2 molecule using the calculated (B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p)) frequency
of n 2 + n 6 and used the value 100 km mol1 for its intensity.
Fig. 4a,b show the IR spectrum of hydrogen peroxide molecule adsorbed on the basal plane of the ice surface (cluster III).
The changes in the calculated band position due to the electrostatic ﬁeld imposed to cluster III are shown with dashed trace
in Fig. 4b. The asterisk marks the calculated position of the
combination band. The comparison between the experimental
(Fig. 1) and calculated spectrum demonstrates that the proposal about the combination character of the band 2860 cm1 is
in agreement with experimental results (the calculated position
of the n 2 + n 6 band 2898 cm1, scaled value 2753 cm1). Moreover, the calculated OH band of the ice is reshaped in a similar
manner as it is for the observed one. We conclude that this
reshaping is a consequence of the admixture of H2O2 fundamentals with the IR intensities, which are diﬀerent from those
of water molecules of the ice. Similarly, Fig. 4c and d show the

Fig. 4 The calculated IR spectra of H2O2 adsorbed on the ice surface and incorporated into the crystalline network. (a) Spectrum of source cluster
III; (b) spectrum of cluster III with adsorbed H2O2 (dashed trace shows the eﬀect of external electrostatic ﬁeld); (c) spectrum of source cluster IV;
(d) spectrum of cluster IV with incorporated H2O2 . Asterisks mark position of n 2 + n 6 band of H2O2 .
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Fig. 5 The optimized structure of the ice clusters after inclusion of
O(1D) atom into the crystalline network. (a) the structure of cluster
II with O(1D) forming the oxywater complex on the ice surface; (b)
cluster IV with O(1D) forming the oxywater complex inside the ice.

calculated frequencies of the H2O2 molecule incorporated in
the ice network which is also close to the experimental
spectrum.
Interaction of O(1D) with the ice crystalline network. The key
step of the ice surface photolysis is an interaction of O(1D)
with the surface molecules. This process was modelled by
arranging the oxygen atom close to the surface of cluster IIa,
and in the space inside the water cluster of eight water molecules (IV) representing the ice crystalline network. The initial
position ensured that the distances between the nearest atoms
were about 1.2 Å (O–O) and 1.5 Å (H–O). The following geometry optimization shows that O(1D) does not break the O–H
bonds (as it is expected for the gas-phase reactions). Instead,
the energetically very proﬁtable complex with one of the internal H2O molecules (unﬁxed in this model) with an O  O distance of about 1.5 Å and a valence angle HOH of about 116
was formed. The key geometry parameters of the optimized
structures are shown in Fig. 5. The geometry of the complex
corresponds to the oxywater structure O  OH2 forming four
additional hydrogen bonds with neighbouring water molecules. The energies of the O(1D) complex formation for the different models calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G++G(d,p) level
are shown in Table 3. During another experiment we stretched
the O–H band of the water molecule (in cluster IV) adjacent to
the one-fold coordinated O atom of the complex to form a pair
of HO . However, the O atom was returning to the initial posi-

tion during the subsequent optimization. Thus, the formation
of the HO pair from the O  OH complex stabilized by the
crystalline environment was not energetically proﬁtable.
This result is a remarkable fact regarding the possibility of
the experimental observation of oxywater.26 On the basis of
these results, one can conclude that the crystalline network
of ice can have a crucial eﬀect on the stability of the oxywater
complex. The four additional hydrogen bonds formed with the
neighbouring water molecules in cluster IV decrease the energy
of the oxywater structure to 110.9 kJ mol1 (relatively to H2O2
inside the ice) whereas the gas-phase energy (relatively to free
H2O2 molecule) is 191.6 kJ mol1 (G2 calculation) and 189.1
kJ mol1 (B3LYP/6-31+G(2d,2p)).27 The recent study of the
environmental eﬀect of the liquid water on the kinetic barrier
of the oxywater formation from H2O2 gave a similar result,
decreasing the activation energy from 221.3 kJ mol1 to about
123.4 kJ mol1.28
The possible way of destruction of the oxywater structure is
a rearrangement to H2O2 . The moving of the H atom close to
the one-fold coordinated O atom results in the system rearrangement with the formation of H2O2 built-in into the ice crystalline network. The activation barrier of this process was found
to be 8.5 kJ mol1 for the structure shown in Fig. 5a whereas
the barrier of 70.2 kJ mol1 was found for the structure in
Fig. 5b. The explanation of the large diﬀerence between two
structures is a existence of additional hydrogen bonds inside
the ice cluster IV. In the case of cluster IIa, the HOO moiety
undergoes the reorientation resulting in the strong reconstruction of the cluster. The optimized structure of the transition
state TS1 for this reaction is shown in Fig. 6a. In the case of
cluster IV, the reorientation of HOO is impossible because of
the additional hydrogen bonds formed with the neighbouring
water molecules. Thus, the corresponding transition state
TS2 (Fig. 6b) is close to the initial structure of the complex.
The energetic and thermodynamic parameters of the located
transition states are presented in Table 4. The values of the calculated activation barriers for TS2 are much higher than for
the gas-phase conditions.28 Earlier, the low activation barrier
in the gas phase (16.3 kJ mol1, G2 calculation28) and relatively high exothermicity of the rearrangement of the oxywater
complex explained why this structure was not observed in the
matrix isolation experiments.10 However, as it is evident from
the present calculations, the situation may be diﬀerent in a
solid medium which can form the multiple hydrogen bonds
with the oxygen atom stabilizing the oxywater complex. The
calculations show that, although the complex of O(1D) is
unstable at the ice surface, it can be stabilized by the multiple
hydrogen bonds inside the ice crystal as it is shown in Fig. 5b.
On the basis of these facts, we can propose that attempts to
observe the oxywater or related complexes should be concentrated, probably, on solid state observations of oxygen-containing molecules having bulky substituents and the ability
to form hydrogen bonds with the substrate.
The calculated spectra of the oxywater structures formed at
the ice surface and embedded into the crystalline network are
shown in Fig. 7a,b. The frequency calculation for the structure
O  OH2 inside the ice results in two extremely low values of

Table 3 Energies of oxywater formation from O(1D) and ice (DE1) and from H2O2 inside the ice (DE2) calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p)
and G2 (in parentheses) levels
Model

Type of coordination

Etota /Eh

DE1/kJ mol1

DE1 + ZPE/kJ mol1

DE2/kJ mol1

DE2 + ZPE/kJ mol1

Free molecules
H2O + O(1D)
IIa, Fig. 6a
IV, Fig. 6b

O  OH2 (gas phase)

151.418871

224.3 (149.4)

211.3 (144.3)

190.4 (191.6)

177.0 (191.6)

O  OH2 (surface layer)
O  OH2 (inside crystal)

533.462296
686.282905

265.7 (190.8)b
275.7 (200.8)b

259.8 (192.9)b
272.0 (205.0)b

151.0
110.9

127.2
108.4

a
Total energy of optimized structure obtained at the B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level (GAMESS(US)). b Values obtained by correction of corresponding value DE1(B3LYP) by the diﬀerence between G2 and B3LYP results for the gas phase model DE1(G2)  DE1(B3LYP).
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Fig. 6 The located structures of transition states for the rearrangement of the oxywater complex to H2O2 . (a) oxywater complex on
the ice surface; (b) oxywater complex inside the ice.

2992 and 3095 cm1 (scaled values 2842 and 2940 cm1) of
high intensity OH vibrations of H2O in the O  OH2 complex
and the free H2O molecule coordinated with O  OH2 . It
should be noted that the calculated frequency 2842 cm1 is
located in the region of the observed band at 2860 cm1.
Thus, the calculated IR bands of the oxywater complex formed
by the coordination of O(1D) on the ice surface are located in
the region of the experimentally observed band at 2860 cm1
and are close to the position of n 2 + n 6 band of adsorbed
H2O2 . Among the low-frequency vibrations of this complex,
the O–O stretching mode (778 cm1) has a low intensity (1.8
km mol1) and obviously is hidden by non-transparent region
of the ice. The calculated frequencies of bending modes are
located in region 1600–1690 cm1 and are close to the frequencies of H2O2 . Thus, we can not unambiguously determine
whether this structure exists on the surface on the basis of present experimental results. Because O(1D) is strongly quenched
by the water molecules in the gas phase, we hardly expect that
the molecular pathway including the oxywater formation on
the ice will be predominant. However, the facts of crucial stabilization of this structure due to the environmental eﬀects are
evident that it can be possible.
Interaction of O(3P) atoms with the ice crystalline network. In
contrast with O(1D), it was found that the triplet oxygen atom
O(3P) arranged in the ice crystalline network (modelled by
cluster IV) does not react with neighbouring molecules. O(3P)
Table 4 Calculated parameters of the transition states for the rearrangement of oxywater complex to H2O2 at the ice (B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p))
Transition
state

n ima /
cm1

Etotb /
Eh

Eac /
kJ mol1

Ea + ZPEd /
kJ mol1

TS1
TS2

733i
1556i

533.459085
686.256185

8.5
70.2

0.2
53.1

a
Imaginary frequency of transition state. b Total energy of optimized
structure. c Activation energy. d Activation energy corrected by zero
point energy.
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Fig. 7 The calculated IR spectrum of the ice crystal after inclusion of
singlet oxygen atom into the crystalline network. (a) oxywater complex
on the ice surface; (b) oxywater complex inside the ice. Dashed trace
and bars—source cluster, solid—cluster after inclusion of O(1D).

also does not break the hydrogen bonds of the ice crystal.
During the geometry optimization it moves away from the
oxygen atoms of the water molecules, taking the positions
inside the void region of the crystal and forming a structure
similar to the weak complex O  H–OH with a coordinated
water molecule. The energy of the optimized structure has a
positive value of +34.7 kJ mol1, probably because of a weak
O  H bonding and strong repulsion from the surrounding
molecules. The formation of a weak complex of triplet oxygen
with ice is in agreement with the results of Pehkonen et al.,29
who observed a weakly bound complex HOH  O(3P) in argon
matrix.
Interaction of singlet and triplet oxygen molecules with the ice
crystalline network. Singlet and triplet oxygen molecules placed
inside the ice crystal tend to move outside the cluster representing the ice structure. No complex structures or hydrogen bonds
were found for the singlet and triplet states of the oxygen molecule. We conclude that the oxygen molecules are only physically adsorbed at the ice crystal surface.
Interaction of the HO radical with the ice surface. It is
believed that HO can interact with dangling hydrogen and
oxygen atoms or the surface (in-plane) hydrogen bonds O–
H  O. In the last case, HO are expected either to form an
additional hydrogen bond with a bridging H atom or to insert
into the hydrogen bond forming the quasi-cyclic surface structure –O–H  O–H  O–. These kinds of interactions were
modelled using the clusters II similar to ones shown in Fig.
3b,c. HO was initially located over the surface oxygen, over
the terminal hydrogen atoms, over the H atom forming the
hydrogen bond (HO is oriented in perpendicular direction
to the surface plane), or over the H  O fragment (in parallel
direction). The subsequent optimization started from these
initial geometries and resulted in only two stable structures
with one-fold HO coordination on the terminal O or H atoms.
Thus, the adsorption of HO causing the rupture of a surface
H-bond is unfavorable. The optimized structures of the located
complexes are shown in Fig. 8. The corresponding binding
energies are given in Table 1. The most favorable complex

Fig. 8 The optimized structure and key geometry parameters of HO
adsorbed on the ice surface for two coordination modes (a) coordination on the terminal oxygen atom; (b) coordination on dangling H
atom (bond lengths in Å). Bottom values—source cluster, upper
values—cluster with adsorbed HO radical.

(dangling-O coordinated) has a ﬁnal energy slightly diﬀerent
from the binary complex H2OHO (19.7 kJ mol1). The
OH bond in this complex is remarkably elongated: r(O–
H) ¼ 0.990 Å (0.979 Å in isolated radical). However, the calculated vibrational frequencies (Fig. 9) are quite close to the
frequencies of the initial cluster. It should be noted, that the
vibration of the OH bond of the radical is located in the region
of 3400–3500 cm1, in the middle of the OH band of the cluster. The lowest frequency values are assigned to the vibrations
of surface water molecules and located at about 3200 cm1.
Interaction of the HOO radicals with the ice surface. Like
HO , HOO coordination modes were studied using the

Fig. 10 The optimized structure and key geometry parameters of
HOO radical adsorbed on the ice surface for two coordination modes
(bond lengths in Å). (a) Coordination on the terminal oxygen and
surface hydrogen atoms; (b) coordination on terminal oxygen and
dangling hydrogen atoms. Bottom values—source cluster, upper
values—cluster with adsorbed HOO .

clusters II. The HOO was placed near to the O–H  O surface
hydrogen bond to form the bridge-like structure between H
and O atoms. The subsequent geometry optimization of the
cluster shows that the HOO radical does not break the surface
hydrogen bond. It can only form the one-fold coordinated
complexes with both kinds of the surface bond oxygens. The
O  HOO complex with a terminal oxygen has a binding
energy of 33.9 kJ mol1. The HOO moiety is twisted relatively to the surface hydrogen bond direction (the dihedral
angle is about 60 ). The more stable structure is formed when
the HOO radical reacts with the opposite O atom of the surface hydrogen bond. The optimized geometry of this complex
is shown in Fig. 10a. The structure of the complex is not
twisted because of the additional coordination of the OO moiety at the H atom of the O–H surface group. The binding
energy of this complex is 54.3 kJ mol1. The r(O–H) distance
of coordinated peroxy radical is suﬃciently increased compared to the free molecule: r(OH) ¼ 1.009 Å (0.981 Å in the
isolated HOO ). It results in the signiﬁcant decrease of the
frequency of the OH group valence vibration of the adsorbed
HOO radical to 3105 cm1 (scaled value 2950 cm1) whereas
the frequency of the isolated molecule is 3574 cm1 (scaled
3395 cm1). The calculated IR spectrum of the HOO bound
to the ice surface is shown in Fig. 11. We conclude that the calculated position of the intense peak of HOO adsorbed on the
surface (2950 cm1) is only 90 cm1 higher than the position of
the observed intense band of 2860 cm1. Thus, the experimental band (assigned to n 2 + n 6) probably contains the admixture
of OH stretching of HOO . An additional argument for this
is the shift of the band 2860 cm1 to 2855 cm1 due to the
annealing which results in the destruction of HOO when the
temperature increases.

Conclusions
Fig. 9 The calculated IR spectra of the ice surface due to the adsorption of HO radical. (a) adsorption on the terminal oxygen atom; (b)
adsorption on the terminal hydrogen atom. The dashed trace and
bars—source cluster, solid—cluster with adsorbed OH radical.

The recorded IR spectra of the ozone–water ﬁlms deposited at
a cold metallic surface at 80 K demonstrate that a new sharp
intense band at 2860 cm1 and a low-intense band at 1450
Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2003, 5, 496–505
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(e.g. O(1D) or HOO complexes as this is predicted by the
theory). This assignment will be checked by additional
experiments with isotopic species and further variation of
experimental conditions combined with quantum chemical
modelling. Such studies are the subject of our further work.
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